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Long term items
1. FCAL: [orphan item] It has been noticed that the pi0 mass shifts when the LED pulser runs at high rate. This is still not 

understood. See Log Entry 3595928 and references. Several runs have been taken in raw mode. These runs exhibit the 
shift in pi0 mass with LED running at 1 kHz. There is a need to analyze these to try to determine the cause. Susan will 
undertake this task.

1. 50634 - FCAL Green LED: 1kHz, 29 V, Livetime is 9%, 1.7 M events
2. 50635 - FCAL Violet LED: 1kHz, 22 V, Livetime is 9%, 1.4 M events
3. 50636 - FCAL Blue LED: 1kHz, 15 V, Livetime is 9%, 1.5 M events

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3595928


Sep 20, 2018 Calorimeter meeting
Calibrations

FCAL Pedestals and LED Rate (Matt)

○ FCAL monitoring of spring 2018 data 
showed the pi0 mass shift for some runs. 
The runs ( around ~42221) were found to 
correspond to an (accidentally) high pulsing 
of the LEDs, up to 1kHz where 10 Hz is 
nominal.

○ The causality of pi0 mass shift due to 
pedestals is not established.

○ Colin, Mark and Elton will take a look at 
pulses on the scope and see how the 
baseline shifts. Note added: No baseline 
shifts were found, but at high rates LED 
pulser rates it was noted that the HV on 
some pmts was sagging. See Log Entry 
3595928.

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3595747
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3595928
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3595928




Day shift summary
Lognumber 3597968. Submitted by zisis on Wed, 09/26/2018 - 08:42.

Last updated on Wed, 09/26/2018 - 15:56

[...]
8:13 Called MCC since we saw beam was steady at 180 nA. They confirmed that it should be ok for a while.
8:14 Started Run 50634. FCAL Green LED. 1kHz, 29 V readback voltage on LED. Livetime is 9%. We ran for 5 min 
according to plan in counting house. 1.7 M events.
8:15 HALO counter trips from time to time: BEAM:HALO:hv:g:tag:b,l
8:22 The beam went off so that Hall C can go to Power permit.
8:23 Switched over to the Violet LED but beam is off.
8:45 Beam still unstable and around 50 nA.
8:55 Beam back at 180 nA.
9:00 Started Run 50635 Violet LED, 1kHz, 22 V bias. Livetime 9%. Beam 180 nA but after 4.5 min it dropped, came back, 
unsteady, 1.4M events. Stopped run.
9:20 MCC called. They see that the convergence is not ok (we don't have details on this); this is probably related to the 
HALO counter tripping.. They have a "quicker" fix (maybe one hour) adjusting a dipole, or a more complicated fix that could 
take half a shift. Eugene agreed that it made sense to make such an investment, and be able to work under stable 
conditions.
9:27 Started Run 50636 Blue LED, 1kHz, 15 V bias. Livetime 9%. When beam goes off livetime drops to 0% for blue; did 
not see this for violet or green. Beam 180 nA but unsteady. Run stopped: 1.5 M events.
9:38 Finished the FCAL LED runs. [...]

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3597968
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3597968
https://logbooks.jlab.org/user/zisis
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entries?start_date=1537962120&end_date=1537969320&book=HDLOG


50638 
first run of LED 
efficiency study 

50677
first run of full REST 
production

FCAL LED 1kHz runs: pi0 position shift



first comparison of normal and high LED rate runs 


